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DAE 1stYEAR ARCHITECTURE/ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY

PHY: 122 Applied Physics

Model Paper 1 
Objective Part: A

Time :15 Min Marks: 10

Q.l CHOOSES AND TICK CORRECT. ANSWER.

1. The Dimens on of Force Is

(a) MLT1 (b) MLT -2 (c)ML2T1 (d) ML3

2.The angle between two rectangular components of a vector is

(b) 60 (d)180(c) 90(a) 30

3.Newton is th 5 unit of

(b) force (c) energy (d) torque(a) work

4.Torque has r laximum value if angle between r and F is

(d) 90(b) 30 (c) 45(a)0

5.In S.H.M the acceleration is always towards

(b) left side (c) the center (d) none(a) right side

6.Unit of intensity level of sound is

(b) watt/m2 (d) Bell(c) N/m(a) watt/m

7.The bending of light when it enters from one medium to the other is called 

(a) Reflection (b) Refraction (c) Dispersion (d) Diffraction

8.The raw material for optical fiber is

(d)silica(a) copper (b) silver (c) plastic 

9.The corpuscular theory of light was put forward by

(d) Newton(c) Young(b) Max Plank(a) Einstein

10.An atom c in exist in meta stable state for

(d) lO'10 sec(c) ft)"8 sec(b)10"3 sec(a) 10"5sec
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Section I

Q: 1 Write Short .Answers to any. Twelve.(.12) of the following questions. 12X2 =24

1. Define fundamental and derived units.
2. Define a unit vector.
3. Differentiate distance and displacement.
4. Define tcjrque.
5. Define elasticity.
6. Define stationary waves
7. Describe laws of reflection.
8. Define loudness of sound
9. Define interference of sound.
10. Define power of lens. Write its unit.
11. What is Optical fiber.

12. Define refractive index.
13. Define Newton’s corpuscular theory of light.
14. Define phenomenon of beats.
15. Define time period in vibratory motion.
16. State two conditions of equilibrium
17. State scalar product.
18. Write dimension of work.

Section 11

2X8 = 16NOTE: Write Detail Answers of any two question.

Q2 (a) Explain method of addition of vectors by rectangular components.

(b)A force of 100 N makes an angle of 30 degree with x-axis. Find its horizontal and vertical 
compohents.

Q3. Prove mat motion under elastic restoring force has SHM.

Q4. Explain condition and structure of LASER.
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0.1 CHOOSES AND TICK CORRECT ANSWER.

1. The dimension of momentum is
(a) MLT'1 (b)MLT'2 (c) ML2!'1 (d)ML3

2. Which of the following is a scalar quantity?

(a) Energy (b) Velocity (c) Force (d) Torque

3. Force per unit area is called

(b) viscosity (c) pressure

4. The unit of angular velocity is

(a) m/sec (b) rad/sec (c) meter (d) radian

5. The maximum distance of a vibrating body from mean position is called

(a) time period (b) displacement (c) amplitude

6. The change in the pitch of sound caused by the relative motion of either the source of sound or 

the listener is called 
(a) Doppler’L Effect

7. The unit qf power of lens is 

(a) Watt

(d) energy(a) density

(d) frequency

(d) Acoustics(c) Echo(b) Beats

(d) diopter(c) meter(b) cm

8.The central part of the optical fiber is called

(b) core (d) Kevlar(c) optical center(a) cladding
9. When an electron goes from higher energy level to lower energy level it

(d) none of these(c) does not emit light(b) absorbs light(a) emits light 
10.The refractive index of water is

(d) 0.33(c) 2.33(b) 1.33(a)1.5
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Section. I

0.1 Write Short Answers to any Twelve (12) of the following Questions.

1: Define torque.
2: State the two conditions of equilibrium.
3: Differentiate static and dynamic equilibrium.
4: State newton’s third law of motion.
5: Define momentum.
6: State aw of conservation of momentum.
7: Define a unit vector.
8: Define scalar product.
9: State aw of triangle of forces.
10: StateNewton’s first law of motion.
11: Define angular velocity.
12. Convert 25m/sec into Km/h
13. Define ground state and excited state.
14. Define critical angle
15. Describe law of reflection.
16. Define pitch of sound.
17.State Hook, s law of elasticity.
18. Write type of motion.

12X2 = 24

Section II
Attempt any two (21 questions

Q. 1 :(a) Explain resolution of vector into its rectangular components.

(b) A force of 100 N makes an angle of 30 degree with x-axis. Find its horizontal and vertical 
components.

Q.2: (a) Explain structure of optical fiber.

(b) Find critical angle of water. The refractive index of water is 1.33 

Q.3(a) Proof law of conservation of momentum.

iody of mass 3 Kg is moving towards east with a velocity of 9m/sec. Find its momentum.(b) A
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d) Pressure

Q. Choose a nd Tick (✓■) the correct answer.

mass per unit volume of a substance is called
:

£lrU/1. The
-5-

i a) Volume

2. The symbol of Gold is 

a) Hg

3. The

b) Density c) Mole
/

-*r-
b) Au

horizontal rows in periodic/able are called 
b/Series

d) Mg

JyllStj’bf.SjZjtj'ils 

d) Periods

, -urJF
a) Group

4. The ifth state of matter is 

a) Plasma

5. The 

a) Co2

6. The PH of pure wat/r is

c) Lines

c^Ic'c/j^IiXsjLI

b) Solid

most and readily soluble gas in water is

c) Bose-Einstein Condensate d) Liquid 

c) 02

I
■I ■f

■*

d) n2b) Co
i PHi/jti/i;-£-d*

I d)7a) 4 b) 0 c) 14

jZjJ?.idation removal of
d) So2

d) Neutron

_____

d) Hcl

takes place.7. In 0;

a) C02 b) H2

8. Beta rays are/actually fast moving

c) C.2

-u!y

i c) Protona) Nucleus b) Electron 

; rised in lead storage battery is 

b) HNo3 

niobnductors become insulator at

9. The acid .a____

a) tj3 Po/4 
10. Se

c) H2 So4
i kelvin temperature

d) 30c) 20b) 0a)

.1
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Q. 1 Write short answers to any Twelve (12) questions.

1. Define pressure and give its units.

2. Define atom and molecule.

3. Describe difference between simple and compcund radical.

4. Define period and group.

5. Define sigma and Pi ( ) bond.

6. Define viscosity and give its units.
I

7. Write four general properties of solid.

8. Write four physical properties of water.

9. Give two definiitions of bases.

10. Define monoacidic base with one example..
| 11. Describe half life.

! 12. Name four methods for preparation of Alloys.
!
! 13. Define corrosion.

14. Define electrolyte with two example.

15. Define insulator and write name of two gaseous insulator.

16. Give electronic! configuration of silicon and germanium.
I

17. Define Etching Process.
I

18. Define Farady's second law of electrolysis. |

12x2=24
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SECTION!- II

8k2=16P bte: Write detail answer any Two (2) questions in detail.
I »

< f.2 (a) Describe four differences between compound and mixture. 

] (b) Write four properties of group and period.

.3 (a) Explain Ionic bond and give two example, 

(b) Explain interna) treatment of boiler scale.

(1.4 (a) Define the types of nonnal oxide and give one example of each J

I
|| (b) Explain N-type and P-type semiconductor with examples.

VI1 • Vip.
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